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Figure 1: Left & Center: Hand redirection in VR. A warping algorithm displaces the rendered virtual hand from the real hand.
According to our results, the virtual fingertip can unnoticeably be displaced to any point along the orange lines. Right: The Vis-DT
condition in our experiment. The user reaches for the green target sphere with the displaced virtual hand while reading out the
displayed number. The real hand location is added for illustration.

ABSTRACT

Virtual reality (VR) interaction techniques like haptic retargeting
offset the user’s rendered virtual hand from the real hand location to
redirect the user’s physical hand movement. This paper explores the
order of magnitude of hand redirection that can be applied without
the user noticing it. By deriving lower-bound estimates of detec-
tion thresholds, we quantify the range of unnoticeable redirection
for the three basic redirection dimensions, horizontal, vertical and
gain-based hand warping. In a two-alternative forced choice (2AFC)
experiment, we individually explore these three hand warping dimen-
sions each in three different scenarios: a very conservative scenario
without any distraction and two conservative but more realistic sce-
narios that distract users from the redirection. Additionally, we
combine the results of all scenarios to derive robust recommenda-
tions for each redirection technique. Our results indicate that within
a certain range, desktop-scale VR hand redirection can go unnoticed
by the user, but that this range is narrow. The findings show that the
virtual hand can be unnoticeably displaced horizontally or vertically
by up to 4.5° in either direction, respectively. This allows for a
range of ca. 9°, in which users cannot reliably detect applied redi-
rection. For our gain-based hand redirection technique, we found
that gain factors between g = 0.88 and g = 1.07 can go unnoticed,
which corresponds to a user grasping up to 13.75% further or up to
6.18% less far than in virtual space. Our findings are of value for
the development of VR applications that aim to redirect users in an
undetectable manner, such as for haptic retargeting.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Virtual reality (VR) allows users to experience virtual worlds in
immersive ways. Besides visual and auditory feedback, systems
today also focus on haptics to achieve truly immersive VR. In this
context, we also perceive the posture, speed and position of our own
limbs in proprioception. Here, our brain merges information gained
from the visual, auditory and haptic channels and what we see can
influence what we perceive with other senses, for example haptically.
This strong influence of vision is called visual dominance [9].

Novel VR interaction concepts like redirected touching [17] and
haptic retargeting [4, 7] are based on hand redirection. These tech-
niques exploit visual dominance to change how we interact in virtual
spaces and are commonly used in the context of haptic feedback
for immersive virtual environments (IVEs). In systems that use
passive haptic feedback [12–14], physical objects, typically low-
fidelity props (also called proxies), represent virtual objects and
provide haptic feedback when touched by the user. While com-
putationally cheap, simple and typically low-cost, the approach of
passive haptics is inherently inflexible and does not scale well. In a
naive implementation, for example, each modification of a virtual
object would require an adaptation of the corresponding physical
prop. This motivates research on more advanced techniques that
compensate for the drawbacks of passive haptics like the lack of
proxy generality, scalability and reusability. Besides mixed haptic
approaches that combine active and passive haptics [3, 23, 32, 33],
hand redirection promises to address some of these challenges by
leveraging the visual dominance effect.

Hand redirection concepts refrain from a 1-to-1 mapping from
real to virtual space. Instead, the virtual hand seen by the user in
the IVE is displaced from the real hand position. Perceiving the
displaced hand visually, the user automatically compensates for
the displacement and adapts the path of the real hand accordingly.
Combined with passive haptic feedback, this technique can greatly
enhance the generality and reusability of physical proxies. The real
hand can be redirected to touch haptic props at different locations
than the virtual hand seen in the IVE. However, important research
questions regarding detectability of hand redirection are still to be
investigated [17]. To employ hand redirection in interactive VR
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applications, it is essential to know about detection thresholds. This
allows design of appropriate virtual and physical environments.

While informal investigations [17] and recent results [7] brought
first insights about how much hand redirection is tolerated by users,
which could mean users notice the redirection, we determine the
order of magnitude at which hand redirection can go unnoticed
when reaching for a virtual target under redirection. We conduct
psychophysical experiments to derive lower-bound estimates for
desktop-scale hand redirection thresholds in VR. Our investigation
is motivated by the haptic retargeting use case [4, 7]. It focuses
on the mid-air movement of a user’s index finger approaching a
retargeted location. In a VR application this could be, for example,
a retargeted haptic prop. For this, we investigate horizontal, vertical
and gain-based redirection. Moreover, we investigate three different
conservative interaction scenarios differing in the user’s distraction
from the redirection. We also combine the results of all three sce-
narios to derive general recommendations. Our results are of value
to researchers and developers of applications that make use of hand
redirection, as they provide information crucial for the development
of unnoticeable retargeting.

2 RELATED WORK

This section reviews work on hand redirection and detection thresh-
old estimation, and puts our investigation into context.

2.1 Hand Redirection and Haptic Retargeting

Hand redirection is based on non-isomorphic mappings from user
input to displayed output. Such concepts have been studied in
the context of 3D user interfaces [27] and many 3D interaction
techniques decoupling real and virtual hand movement are known
(e.g. [2,26]). Modifications of the control-display ratio are also used
for pseudo-haptics [8].

This paper investigates hand redirection as it is used for tech-
niques like redirected touching [15–20] or haptic retargeting [4, 7].
Redirected touching can change how virtual objects and haptic props
are perceived when touched [17]. Similarly, haptic retargeting allows
for the reuse of a single haptic prop to provide feedback for differ-
ent, spatially separated virtual objects [4, 11]. To achieve this, both
techniques refrain from a 1-to-1 mapping of real and virtual space
and instead warp the virtual space. When warping a complete scene,
object shapes can be distorted [15, 17]. Applying the warp only to
the movement of a tracked object (e.g. the hand) results in the virtual
object moving on paths offset from the physical trajectory [16, 17].
Due to visual dominance [9], the displacement of the virtual hand
leads to a compensation by the user which adapts and redirects the
movement of the real hand. As a result, the user’s real hand can
end up at locations different from the virtual hand. Combined with
passive haptics, this can be used to control how and where users
touch haptic props [5, 17]. The concept is related to redirected walk-
ing [28], where visual modifications trick users into walking along
physical paths different from the virtual paths. Kohli investigated
how redirected touching can be used in combination with passive
haptics [17], how warped spaces can enhance the generality of a
passive proxy [15, 16, 18] and how they can be used to train move-
ments [17, 20]. Spillmann et al. investigated how space warping can
be used in an arthroscopy surgical simulator [30]. Azmandian et al.
demonstrated how a single proxy can provide haptic feedback for
multiple spatially separated virtual objects using hand redirection
for haptic retargeting [4]. Cheng et al. investigated the combination
of hand redirection and a generalized low-fidelity prop [7].

By reviewing existing work on redirected touching and haptic
retargeting, we identified 3 main conceptual approaches: (1) distor-
tions of the complete virtual space or parts of it [17,24,30,34]; (2) ro-
tating/translating the IVE (world warping) [4,19] and (3) virtual-real
hand offsets (body warping) [4, 7, 11].

We investigate body warping based on algorithms which define
how the virtual hand is offset from the tracked physical hand. Cheng
et al. [7] assessed tolerance thresholds for hand redirection using
such techniques through questions on a rating scale and report that
users tolerate virtual hand deviations of up to 40°. However, as
tolerance is independent of detectability, users might tolerate certain
redirections while at the same time being fully aware of them. Thus,
it remains to be explored how much redirection can be applied with-
out the user even noticing it. As described by Kohli, there is a need
for formal investigation of detection thresholds for hand redirection
in VR [17]. In this paper we derive corresponding estimates.

2.2 Estimating Detection Thresholds

Only a few works investigate the detection of visual-proprioceptive
discrepancies in VR; even fewer concentrate on intentional hand
redirection. Burns et al. [6] derived detection thresholds for grad-
ually growing angular offsets of the real and virtual hand (≈ 19.1°
or ≈ 19cm). However, we believe these results can only serve in a
limited way as general lower-bound thresholds for hand redirection
because a partial method-of-limits with only an ascending test series
was used, and the experiment was embedded in a game probably
affecting users’ attention. This is in contrast to our more formal
investigation employing a different methodology with trial-wise
constant stimuli and different user distraction. Our experiment in-
vestigates fixed angular offsets and allows for very conservative
lower-bound estimates as users do not play a game but focus primar-
ily on detecting hand offsets. Lee et al. [21] investigated tolerance
thresholds for finger tracking errors. The authors derived just notice-
able differences (JNDs) of visual-proprioceptive conflict to derive
requirements for finger tracking systems. Compared to Burns et al.’s
results [6], the authors report a much lower JND value of ≈ 5.2cm
and found tactile feedback at the fingertips to increase JNDs. It
is important to note, however, that both the real fingertip position
and a randomly displaced virtual position were shown to the user
at the same time. Moreover, Lee et al. did not use an immersive
virtual hand representation, as is common in VR applications, but
abstract spheres indicating the fingertip positions. To study intended
hand redirection, this is an unrealistic condition, and thus our ap-
proach displays only one hand at a time, using a virtual human
hand model. Closely related to our investigation is recent work by
Abtahi and Follmer [1]. While methodologically similar to our in-
vestigation, the tested conditions are crucially different. Abtahi and
Follmer investigated fingertip movements along the edges of a phys-
ical proxy. As a result, the derived thresholds (horizontal remapping
≈ 49.5°, horizontal scaling ≈ 1.9x, vertical scaling ≈ 3.2x) relate to
a combination of visual-proprioceptive conflict and the continuous
haptic signal felt by the user while moving the hand over the proxy.
In contrast, our study investigates mid-air movements as the hand
approaches a virtual target without haptic feedback at the hand.

In summary, we are not aware of any previous study that (1)
derives conservative lower-bound estimates for hand redirection
in VR and (2) investigates the movement of a hand approaching a
retargeted location in mid-air without continuous haptic feedback,
while (3) rendering only the displaced virtual human hand, as is
common practice in VR applications. This work aims to fill this gap.

Several methodologies to estimate detection thresholds exist, and
it was shown for redirected walking that estimated thresholds sig-
nificantly vary with the methodology used [10]. Our experimental
design is an adaptation of the established estimation methodology
used by Steinicke et al. [31] to estimate detection thresholds for
redirected walking. The authors conducted a two-alternative forced
choice (2AFC) experiment (or pseudo-2AFC task [10]) and sub-
jects repeated a certain movement in the IVE while the virtual head
movement was manipulated to different extents. After each move-
ment, users chose between two possible answers, for example: “Was
the virtual movement smaller or greater than the physical move-
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Figure 2: Illustration of the three investigated hand redirection types. Left: horizontal warping. Center: vertical warping. Right: gain warping

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of the Rotational Warp Algorithm

Input: real hand position ~pr, warp origin~o, unit forward vector f̂ ,
unit redirection vector r̂, redirection angle α

Output: warped virtual hand position ~pv
1: procedure ROTATIONALWARP(~pr,~o, f̂ , r̂,α)
2: ĥ = f̂ × r̂ . compute unit height vector
3: height = (~pr−~o) · ĥ . save height
4: ~ppro j = ~pr−height · ĥ . project on redirection plane
5: ~dpro j,r = ~ppro j−~o . unwarped offset in plane
6: αr = atan2( ~dpro j,r · r̂, ~dpro j,r · f̂ ) . angle rel. to f̂ &~o
7: αv = αr +α . adding angular offset
8: ~dpro j,v = sin(αv) · | ~dpro j,r| · r̂+ cos(αv) · | ~dpro j,r| · f̂

. warped offset in plane
9: ~pv =~o+ ~dpro j,v +height · ĥ . final warped position

10: return ~pv
11: end procedure

ment?” [31]. Participant responses were then used to fit a psychome-
tric function modeling the discrimination performance, allowing the
derivation of detection thresholds.

3 THE INVESTIGATED HAND REDIRECTION TECHNIQUES

Our study focuses on body warping as it is easy to implement,
versatile and characterized by a low complexity. Body warping
approaches typically offset the virtual hand rendered to the user
from the real hand position retrieved from the tracking system, with
warping algorithms specifying the amount of 3D offset applied.
Commonly, the offset is gradually increased as the user approaches
a retargeted destination, implemented, for example, through inter-
polation methods [7]. To study detection thresholds in a controlled
fashion, we split up 3D redirection in 3 intuitive dimensions to in-
vestigate them separately and assume a desktop VR setting, with the
user being seated and interacting in the limited space in front. The
following sections describe the corresponding warping algorithms
that proved well suited for our study, as they allow for horizontal or
vertical angular redirection and gain displacement.

3.1 Horizontal Hand Displacement
The first redirection type horizontally offsets the virtual hand by a
warp angle α as the real hand moves away from a warp origin. To
compute the warped position, the hand is projected on a horizontal
plane, its angle relative to a forward direction and the warp origin is
incremented by α and then projected back in 3D space.

For this, we define a general rotational warp algorithm allow-
ing for displacements in arbitrary planes defined by a unit forward
vector f̂ and an orthogonal unit redirection vector r̂ indicating the
direction of positive displacement. Further inputs are the location of
the warp origin ~o (e.g. virtual hand position when the warp starts)
and the redirection angle α . Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode
of the rotational warp algorithm. For horizontal displacement as

Algorithm 2 Pseudocode of the Gain Warp Algorithm
Input: real hand position ~pr, warp origin~o, gain factor g
Output: warped virtual hand position ~pv

1: procedure GAINWARP(~pr,~o,g)
2: ~dr = ~pr−~o . unwarped offset from origin
3: ~dv = g ·~dr . warped offset from origin
4: ~pv =~o+ ~dv . final warped position
5: return ~pv
6: end procedure

investigated here, the algorithm is instantiated with f̂ =+~z (z-axis)
and r̂ =+~x (x-axis). The effect of the horizontal warp algorithm is
sketched on the left in Fig. 2 and in Fig. 3 (a).

3.2 Vertical Hand Displacement
Vertical redirection offsets the virtual hand up or down as the real
hand moves away from the warp origin. For this, Algorithm 1 is
instantiated with f̂ =+~z (z-axis) and r̂ =+~y (y-axis). The center of
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 (b) show the effect of the vertical displacement.

3.3 Gain-Based Hand Movement
The third algorithm scales the distance of the hand from warp origin.
It computes the distance vector ~dr to the unwarped position of the
real hand and applies a gain factor g, effectively decreasing (if
0 < g < 1) or increasing (if g > 1) the speed of the hand moving
away from ~o. Algorithm 2 sketches the pseudocode. The effect of
the warp is illustrated on the right in Fig. 2, as well as in Fig. 3 (c).

4 EXPERIMENT

We conducted an experiment investigating the 3 individual redirec-
tion dimensions, each in 3 different scenarios. In the experiment,
participants were immersed in a simple IVE with their hand tracked
to interact therein. In 9 conditions, they repeatedly performed a
simple interaction with different warps applied, and had to state the
direction of the hand displacement. From the results, we derived
how much redirection could go unnoticed. The experiment was
approved by the ethical review board of our faculty.

4.1 Introduction
The experiment has a 2AFC (or pseudo-2AFC [10]) design in which
participants are repeatedly exposed to different amounts of hand
redirection while performing a pointing gesture with their hand in
mid-air in front of themselves. In all conditions, the main task of
the participants was to determine the direction of the hand offset
and they were instructed to fully concentrate on that. Moreover,
they were informed about the investigated redirection technique,
and knew how it worked. Thus, all scenarios are classified as very
conservative, representing a worst-case scenario for unnoticed redi-
rection. To derive meaningful detection limits, we decided to not
only investigate low-level perceptibility in a single very conservative
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Visualization of the three investigated redirection techniques:
(a) horizontal warping, (b) vertical warping and (c) gain-based warping.
The location of the warp origin is shown as a yellow dot, the displaced
hand is visualized in green and the real hand location is shown in
blue. In the experiments, users only saw a single hand displayed at
the warped hand location, rendered with a realistic texture.

scenario where participants only focused on detecting the offset; in-
stead, we additionally considered noticeability of redirection in two
further scenarios employing secondary tasks and visual distraction,
as well as auditory and vibrotactile distractions, respectively. The
experiment is described in detail in the following sections.

4.1.1 Scenario 1: No Distraction
The first and most conservative scenario did not distract the partic-
ipants from the main task at all. They did not hear anything, they
had no second task and no vibrotactile cues were present. Thus, the
scenario is suited well to derive very conservative lower bounds for
the detection thresholds, but at the same time is less realistic.

4.1.2 Scenario 2: Audio & Vibration Distraction
The second scenario better represents realistic application scenarios.
As distractions might influence detection thresholds, here, we dis-
tract users in a substantial way using a combination of two additional
modalities likely used in VR: auditory and vibrotactile feedback.
Spatial sound and 4 head-mounted vibration cells let participants
experience a virtual bee orbiting their head during redirection. We
used vibrotactile actuation at the head as we expected this to yield
strong distraction and believe it will be included in future generations
of head-mounted displays (HMDs). Our vibration cell placement
was based on the results of Myles and Kalb which showed that the
forehead, occipital and temple regions are suited best for vibrotactile
cues by being most sensitive to vibration [25].

(b)(a)

Figure 4: Hardware setup: (a) the vibration cells placed at the temple
regions and the lower occipital region close to the neck; (b) the finger
splint and the Vive Tracker used in our hand tracking solution.

4.1.3 Scenario 3: Visual & Dual-Task Distraction

Besides distraction by special effects, distraction can also ensue due
to increased cognitive load. Thus, the third scenario included both a
second task to solve in parallel to the interaction and a visual distrac-
tion forcing users to look away from the virtual hand at least once.
For this task, we were inspired by a common application scenario for
redirected touching, the simulation of cockpit procedures [17]. Here,
users might be required to look away from the hand in order to read a
number displayed in the cockpit. Thus, in our scenario, participants
had to look at a number displayed on a virtual panel in front of them
to read it out loud. Similar to Scenario 2, this represents a more
realistic use case.

4.2 Participants
12 participants volunteered to take part in the experiment (6 f, 6 m,
avg. 28 years, between 20 years and 61 years old). 4 participants
wore glasses or contact lenses, but all participants confirmed that they
have normal or corrected-to-normal vision, that they do not suffer
from hearing impairments and that their sensation of vibrotactile
feedback is not in any form negatively affected. 11 participants were
right-handed and 1 participant was left-handed. The participants
rated how regularly they play 3D video games on a scale from 1 (=
never) to 7 (= regularly). Here, different frequencies were present,
with answers between 1 and 7 (M = 2.33, SD = 2.15). Participants
also stated how often they use VR technology on the same scale.
We obtained answers between 1 and 5 (M = 2.09, SD = 1.38). A
third question on the same rating scale asked how often participants
perform precise handicrafts. Here, all different ratings were obtained
(M = 3.75, SD = 2.05).

4.3 Apparatus
The experiment was conducted in our lab. We used an HTC Vive
HMD with two hand-held controllers and a separate Vive Tracker.
One controller was used by the participants to record the 2AFC
answers; the other one was used for initial finger calibration. The
IVE was developed with Unity3D 5.6 and represents a small, plain
terrace-like scene as shown in Fig. 1. It was intentionally kept simple
to prevent uncontrolled distraction. A desktop computer executed the
VR application and logged the 2AFC responses. The experimenter
logged all additional answers in a separate spreadsheet.

Headphones were used for auditory feedback and 4 small vibra-
tion cells (Adafruit Vibrating Mini Motor Disc #1201; 10mm x
2.7mm) controlled by a WeMos D1 mini microcontroller delivered
tactile feedback. They were fixed with medical tape at the two tem-
ple regions and at the lower occipital region close to the neck [25] as
depicted in Fig. 4 (a). The VR application controlled the vibration
by communicating wirelessly with the microcontroller. In informal
previous tests, we tested several vibration patterns and strengths to
find suitable parameters for the experiment. We fixed the vibration
strength to a comfortable but still readily noticeable level. When
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called by the VR application, the microcontroller repeatedly acti-
vated a random set of the 4 cells for a random duration between
150ms and 500ms until the command to stop was received.

We used the Vive Tracker for hand tracking, and during calibra-
tion attached the tracker on the back of the user’s hand with a rubber
band. We additionally used a finger splint that allowed participants to
comfortably maintain a pointing hand position with the index finger
pointing forward, as shown in Fig. 4 (b). Besides being comfortable
and reducing fatigue, this splint ensured that the real and virtual
hand stayed spatially registered at all times as the rigid structure of
the splint did not allow participants to move the index finger relative
to the tracker on the back of the hand. Thus, the offset from tracker
location to fingertip remained fixed. The touch-sensitive trackpad
of one of the Vive controllers was used in an initial calibration step
to calibrate this offset and to align the virtual hand model with the
real hand. We rendered either a female or a male and a right or a left
virtual hand to account for the participant’s gender and handedness.
Both male and female hands had a fixed but realistic size and the
male hand was slightly larger than the female hand model.

4.4 Procedure

Each participant was initially briefed with a prepared text explaining
the concept of hand redirection and the experiment. The experi-
menter attached the finger splint, the Vive Tracker on the back of the
participant’s hand and the 4 vibration cells at the participant’s head.
Participants sat on a chair wearing headphones and the HMD.

Entering the IVE, participants were introduced to all 3 redirec-
tion types in a short training session. To ensure that the participant
understood and noticed the applied redirection, we demonstrated
the largest redirection used in the tests during training (values de-
termined by informal pre-testing; α =+/−14° for horizontal and
vertical redirection, g = 0.75 and g = 1.25 for gain redirection).

At the same time, the interaction to be performed was practiced:
seeing a small green sphere appearing at the start location 30 cm
beneath and 30 cm in front of the head, the participant was supposed
to touch the sphere with the virtual index finger. When inside the
sphere, redirection was applied with the warp origin set to this start
location. We chose the origin to be at this comfortable position in
front of the user, as it is just outside the zero-warp zone defined
by Cheng et al. [7], and we see this as a representative location for
desktop setups. Upon activation of the warp, the sphere relocated to
the target position. The distance to the target was likewise chosen
to be representative for typical desktop-scale interaction distances.
For the horizontal and vertical redirection, this target position was
another 40 cm away from the start position straight in front of the
user. To account for gain factors g < 1, the target position, when the
gain was applied, was only 30 cm from the start location to ensure
reachability. Upon relocation of the sphere, participants were to
move their hand in order to touch the target sphere with the virtual
finger. This required participants to compensate for the redirection
warp. To ensure consistency and comparable hand movement speeds,
each participant was asked to perform this movement within around
3s to 4s. Finally, when reaching the target with the virtual hand, a
question appeared on the controller held in the second hand. This
2AFC question asked participants to state in which direction the
virtual hand was displaced during the movement. Participants had to
decide between the answers right or left for horizontal displacement
and between up or down for vertical displacement. In the gain condi-
tion, participants had to state whether the virtual hand moved faster
or slower than the real hand. Answers were logged by pressing the
corresponding controller button. While equivalent to the experiment
procedure, no data was recorded during training. In a final training
session, participants could practice reading out numbers displayed
in front of them to become acquainted with the dual task.

Once the training phase was completed, the actual experiment
started. To test the 3 introduced types of redirection (in the following

abbreviated Horiz for horizontal displacement, Vert for vertical dis-
placement and Gain for the gain warp) in the 3 introduced scenarios
(abbreviated None for no distraction, Audio-Vib for audio/vibration
distraction and Vis-DT for visual/dual-task distraction), each partici-
pant performed 9 runs in sequence. In each run, the interaction was
performed repeatedly with different redirection parameters α or g,
and after each interaction, a 2AFC question was answered.

In Vis-DT runs, participants had to read out a random 4-digit
positive integer during the movement, appearing on a display in
front when the hand progressed 20% along the way from the start to
the target sphere, as shown on the right in Fig. 1. This forced them
to look away from the hand at least once. We logged the correctness
of the read numbers.

In contrast, the distracting virtual bee in Audio-Vib did not require
participants to take any specific action. They just had to try to focus
on the main task of determining the displacement direction.

After completing a run, participants denoted their agreement
with 9 concluding statements on a Likert scale from 1 (= strongly
disagree) to 7 (= strongly agree), displayed in the IVE. These state-
ments assessed their subjective impressions of interacting under
redirection in the experienced condition. After completion of all
9 runs, the participants filled out a SUS presence questionnaire [29]
and a final post-study questionnaire. The duration of the experi-
ment was ca. 90 min, including introduction, calibration, training,
all experimental runs, final questionnaires and debriefing.

4.5 Design
The 2AFC experiment is a within-subjects study. We distinguish 2 in-
dependent variables: 1) hand redirection type and 2) user distraction
type, with 3 different implementations each. Using a full-factorial
design, we investigated 9 conditions.

We had 11 dependent variables: (1) the perceived offset of the
virtual hand as a 2AFC answer for each sample, (2) – (10) the 9
subjective measures assessed as ratings on the Likert scale after each
run and (11) the interaction time measured to reach the target. We
studied the 3 hand redirection techniques, Horiz, Vert and Gain,
in the 3 scenarios None, Audio-Vib and Vis-DT . The order of the
conditions was counterbalanced across participants. We used a Latin
square counterbalancing over the 3 distraction types and for each
distraction type, we used an additional Latin square counterbalancing
over the 3 redirection types. The resulting counterbalancing of size
n = 6 was completed exactly twice with 12 participants. In each
of the 3 Gain conditions, the interaction was performed 22 times
resulting in 22 samples (2AFC answers). Using a step size of 0.05,
we tested all 11 values between g = 0.75 and g = 1.25 (inclusive)
twice in a randomized order. Similarly, each condition applying
Horiz or Vert redirection collected 30 samples testing all redirection
angles between α = −14° and α = 14° (inclusive) in steps of 2°
twice in a randomized order. Thus, each participant contributed
6 ·30+3 ·22 = 246 samples. With 12 participants, we obtained
12 ·246 = 2952 samples for the 2AFC analysis in total.

4.6 Results
First, we summarize our estimates for the hand redirection detection
thresholds of all 9 individual conditions. We also derive overall
thresholds for the 3 redirection techniques from the pooled samples
of all 3 tested scenarios. Secondly, we summarize the results of the
subjective responses.

4.6.1 Detection Thresholds for Hand Redirection
To analyze the performance of our participants in discriminating
the hand offset direction, we used the obtained samples to fit a
psychometric function modeling the discrimination performance
over the applied redirection. Analogous to Steinicke et al.’s [31]
derivation of redirected walking thresholds, we used a psychometric
sigmoid function as its shape is a good approximation to model
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Figure 5: Pooled results of all 3 distraction scenarios for each redirection type. The charts additionally show the 95% confidence intervals, the fitted
psychometric function f , the PSE and the derived detection thresholds for (a) horizontal redirection, (b) vertical redirection and (c) gain redirection.

Table 1: The Derived Detection Thresholds for VR Hand Redirection.
None Audio-Vib Vis-DT Mixed

Horiz

Right +3.81° +2.26° +2.94° +3.14°
PSE −0.28° −1.67° −2.11° −1.31°
Left −4.38° −5.60° −7.17° −5.76°

Range 8.19° 7.86° 10.11° 8.90°

Vert

Up +4.48° +4.55° +4.65° +4.57°
PSE +0.04° −0.09° −0.31° −0.11°

Down −4.40° −4.74° −5.28° −4.79°
Range 8.88° 9.29° 9.93° 9.36°

Gain

Faster 1.07 1.05 1.07 1.07
PSE 0.98 0.96 0.98 0.97

Slower 0.88 0.86 0.89 0.88
Reach + +13.38% +15.71% +11.92% +13.75%
Reach – −6.50% −5.11% −6.63% −6.18%

human response. Plotting the overall probability of our participants
answering “The virtual hand was offset to the right/up/was faster”
against the applied amount of virtual hand offset yields an s-shaped
distribution of our samples. To derive detection thresholds we fitted
the sigmoid function f (x) = 1

1+e−
x−a

b
to our sample distribution

by optimizing the parameters a and b. We computed the point of
subjective equality (PSE) indicating when the virtual movement
is perceived as equal to the physical movement. This is where
f intersects the 50% probability. Additionally, we computed the
discrimination thresholds, i.e. where f intersects the probability
halfway between the random guessing level and the correct answer.
For the upper redirection limit (Right for Horiz, Up for Vert and
Faster for Gain), this is the redirection at which f intersects the
75% probability. Complementarily, for the lower redirection limit
(Left for Horiz, Down for Vert and Slower for Gain), this is where
the 25% probability is intersected. The range in between these two
amounts is the range of redirection that can go unnoticed, as users
could not with certainty tell about the redirection. With the results
of the Gain condition, we also computed the range within which
the user’s real hand can be unnoticeably redirected to reach further
(Reach +) or less far (Reach –) than the virtual hand. All these
results are summarized in Table 1.

We additionally used the samples of all 3 scenarios to derive even
more robust estimates of the detection thresholds. As the scenarios
used different feedback channels for the distractions that can thus be
regarded as orthogonal to each other, we mixed the samples of None,
Audio-Vib and Vis-DT . We thereby derived more realistic but still
conservative estimates while profiting from the tripled amount of
samples per tested redirection. The resulting plots for this mixed sce-
nario, the fitted function f and the derived thresholds, are depicted
in Fig. 5 and summarized in Table 1 (column Mixed).

4.6.2 Distraction & Subjective Impressions

For each of the 9 Likert scale ratings assessed after each run, and ap-
plying a significance level of α = .05, we conducted non-parametric
Friedman tests to check for significant differences among conditions.
To check for significant effects of the two factors (distraction type
and redirection technique), we additionally conducted Friedman
tests comparing the results of the 3 distraction scenarios and the
3 redirection types, respectively. Significant differences indicated
by the Friedman tests were investigated with pairwise Bonferroni-
corrected Wilcoxon signed-rank tests in post-hoc analysis.

To verify our user distraction, we assessed the responses to
• Distraction (M = 3.21, SD = 0.75)1: “I felt distracted from

the main task (determine hand offset direction).”
and found significant differences among the 9 condi-
tions (χ2(8) = 59.455, p < .001), among distraction types
(χ2(2) = 17.733, p < .001) and among redirection types
(χ2(2) = 7.515, p = .023). Post-hoc analysis (corrected signifi-
cance level set at p < .017) confirmed the distraction of Audio-Vib
(M = 3.83, SD = 1.61) (Z =−2.941, p < .001, r = 0.60) and
Vis-DT (M = 4.19, SD = 0.93) (Z =−3.063, p < .001, r = 0.62)
to be significantly higher than the distraction in our baseline scenario
None (M = 1.61, SD = 0.71), as shown in Fig. 6. Concerning
redirection types, Vert (M = 3.47, SD = 1.00) was found to be
significantly more distracting than Gain (M = 2.97, SD = 0.73)
(Z =−2.588, p = .008, r = 0.53).

We did not find any meaningful significant differences in the
participants’ agreement regarding the following 8 statements:

• Disturbing Offset (M = 3.41, SD = 1.14): “The fact that
the virtual hand representation was offset from the real hand
position disturbed me.”

• 10 Min. (M = 4.88, SD = 1.24): “I would not mind working
under these conditions for a short amount of time (ca. 10
minutes).”

• 2 Hours (M = 3.08, SD = 1.14): “I would not mind working
under these conditions for a longer amount of time (ca. 2
hours).”

• Physical Exertion (M = 2.78, SD = 1.39): “The interaction
was physically demanding.”

• Mental Exertion (M = 3.75, SD = 0.90): “The interaction
was mentally demanding and I had to concentrate a lot.”

• Body Ownership (M = 4.78, SD = 1.04): “I had the feeling
of interacting with my own hand in the virtual environment.”

• Hand Control (M = 4.88, SD = 1.20): “I had full control
over the movements of the virtual hand at all times.”

1The single M and SD values reported here for each measure are of the
overall ratings, i.e. participant-wise averages over all 9 conditions.
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Figure 6: Left: Willingness to work for a short time (10 Min.) and
a long time (2 Hours) with hand redirection. Right: Perceived Dis-
traction in our scenarios. Error bars depict 95% confidence intervals.
Brackets indicate pairwise significant differences considering the nor-
mal p-value for the left chart and the Bonferroni-adjusted p∗-value for
the right chart ({p, p∗}< .05 (*); {p, p∗}< .01 (**)).

• Sickness (M = 1.29, SD = 0.63): “When interacting, I felt
uncomfortable (e.g. nausea, dizziness).”

We further conducted a Wilcoxon signed-rank test comparing
the overall average willingness to work for a short period of time
(10 Min.) (M = 4.88, SD = 1.24) against the willingness to work
for a longer period of time (2 Hours) (M = 3.08, SD = 1.14) in a
warped space and found the difference to be significant (Z =−2.983,
p = .001, r = 0.61), as shown in Fig. 6. Regarding interaction
Times, we requested participants to complete the movement in 3s to
4s. The obtained timing measurements (M = 3172ms, SD = 599ms)
verified comparable hand movement speeds as participants on aver-
age managed to perform the hand movement in the desired time. The
performance in the dual task, i.e. correctly reading out the displayed
number during interaction, was in each of the 3 Vis-DT conditions
> 95.5%. A Friedman test did not discover a significant difference
across redirection techniques.

Post-study SUS presence scores (M = 1.33, SD = 0.89) ranged
from 0 to 3. In a concluding questionnaire, we also asked partic-
ipants on a scale from 1 (= not at all) to 7 (= I became very sick)
for any experienced discomfort during the study. Results (M = 1.75,
SD = 1.21) did not indicate any problems and are in line with par-
ticipants’ debriefing comments. Overall, in verbal debriefing, most
participants were enthusiastic about VR hand redirection.

5 DISCUSSION

The results of the experiment provide insights into the order of
magnitude at which hand redirection in VR can go unnoticed. The
following sections discuss these results and provide a thorough
comparison to results of related research.

5.1 Detection Thresholds for Hand Redirection
The primary goal of our investigation was to capture the range of
hand redirection that can be applied in VR applications without
the user being aware of it. The experiment showed that for both
Horiz and Vert, the range of unnoticed redirection is very similar.
As a general reference, we propose the estimates derived from the
pooled results of all 3 distraction types, i.e. the thresholds denoted
in column Mixed in Table 1. Considering the Horiz redirection, we
believe the PSE bias (increasing to the left from −0.28° to −2.11°
with increasing distraction) to be due to the predominance of right-
handed participants. To derive recommendations, we thus take into
account the derived angles relative to the PSE and conclude: in
desktop-scale hand redirection, the virtual hand can unnoticeably be
displaced horizontally or vertically by ≈ 4.5° to the left/downwards
or to the right/upwards respectively, covering a range of ≈ 9°.

Similar results were obtained for the Gain redirection, as here
too, no noticeable increase of the redirection range was found with
increasing user distraction. Users, however, seemed to detect an
accelerated virtual hand better than a decelerated virtual hand. The
possible downscaling range within limits (g = 0.88→−12%) is al-
most double the possible upscaling range (g = 1.07→+7%). From
the thresholds, we can derive how the real hand movement is af-
fected when redirection is applied. This knowledge is of immediate
value for haptic retargeting. Compensating for the discrepancy be-
tween real and virtual hand location, users grasp farther when trying
to reach a virtual target with deceleration (g < 1) applied. Knowing
from our results that a factor of g = 0.88 is still within limits implies
that the user reaches 1

0.88 ≈ 1.1375 times the distance to the virtual
target. In turn, when accelerating the virtual hand (g > 1), the real
hand only needs to reach 1

1.07 ≈ 0.9382 times the virtual distance.
We summarize our recommendations for hand redirection detection
thresholds using the investigated Gain warp technique as follows:
factors between g = 0.88 and g = 1.07 can unnoticeably be applied
to the hand distance from the warp origin. This in turn means that
the user’s real hand can be redirected unnoticeably to grasp up to
13.75% further or up to 6.18% less far than the virtual hand.

Based on previous results [6], we anticipated detection perfor-
mance to decrease rapidly as the distraction increased. Our results
(Table 1), however, did not deliver strong evidence for that, although
the distraction worked, as proven by the reported Distraction ratings
(Fig. 6). While we could generate significantly higher distraction
than in the None scenario, all our scenarios were likely so conser-
vative that the difficulty of detecting offsets did not increase sub-
stantially. We believe the significant differences to Burns et al.’s [6]
results (≈ 19.1° when users were primed) to stem from differences
in methodology, scenario, degree of user distraction and type of
offset investigated (gradually growing vs. fixed α).

However, our results support the JND values found by Lee et
al. [21] (≈ 5.2cm) which simultaneously rendered both the real and
the displaced fingertip position as a sphere to derive requirements for
finger tracking systems. Assuming the distance of 40cm from origin
to target tested in our experiment, our estimation of 4.5° yields simi-
lar thresholds of ≈ 3.1cm. Comparing our estimates with the results
by Abtahi and Follmer [1] (horizontal remapping≈ 49.5°, horizontal
gain factor of ≈ 1.9, vertical gain factor of ≈ 3.2) yields additional,
very interesting insights. We believe the significantly higher detec-
tion thresholds recorded in their experiment, compared to our results,
to stem from the additional, continuous haptic feedback provided to
the user’s fingertip during the movement, a conclusion further sup-
ported by the results of Lee et al. [21]. Feeling and seeing an edge
under the fingerpad in Abtahi and Follmer’s experiment probably
served as haptic guidance that increased the user’s confidence in not
being redirected. In this regard, we think that Abtahi and Follmer’s
study and ours complement each other. Considered together, they
provide a more complete picture of the roles of visual and haptic
feedback in VR hand redirection.

Compared to the tolerance ranges for hand redirection identified
by previous research (≈ 40°) [7], our derived imperceptibility ranges
are significantly smaller. We consequently conclude that human
hand-eye coordination is so good that even small discrepancies
can be detected when the assessment of the hand movement only
relies on visual feedback (i.e. no haptic guidance is present [1]) and
attention is paid.

5.2 Distraction & Subjective Impressions

The results for Distraction confirmed our scenario design as Dis-
traction was significantly higher in Audio-Vib and Vis-DT compared
to the baseline scenario None, even if Audio-Vib and Vis-DT were
likely not distracting enough to show that detection thresholds can
be increased by increasing user distraction. However, we still are
confident that decreasing the user’s attention on redirection (e.g. by
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an engaging second task or additional stimuli), or not telling the user
about applied redirection, can allow for a larger redirection to go
unnoticed. This is supported by the comparison of our findings to
related research [1, 6, 22] and worthy of further investigation.

Regarding most remaining subjective scores, we found only minor
differences between the tested conditions and did not find meaning-
ful effects of the distractions or redirection techniques used. The
obtained SUS presence scores verified that the IVE was sufficiently
immersive. While most participants stated their willingness to work
under redirection for a short amount of time (10 Min.), they were
significantly less willing to use the experienced redirection for a
longer amount of time (2 Hours). However, the lack of a control
condition without redirection and the fact that many participants
were rather inexperienced with VR makes it unclear how much this
difference is due to a negative impact of redirection. Future work
should compare the results to the general willingness to be in VR.
Body Ownership ratings were high throughout all conditions, as
were Hand Control ratings. This indicates that, despite the fixation
of the finger, the illusion was appropriate and participants could
reasonably identify with the virtual hand model.

Post-study results on discomfort were in line with the Sickness
ratings assessed throughout the experiment and verified the absence
of cyber-sickness problems. Overall, our subjective results em-
phasize that hand redirection in IVEs can work well in different
distraction scenarios.

5.3 Limitations

We conducted the experiment with N = 12 participants, which, al-
though at the lower end of the spectrum for psychophysical ex-
periments, is a common participant set size in related research on
redirected walking thresholds (cf. N = 14 reported in Steinicke et
al. [31]). Having each participant contributing 246 samples to the
2AFC analysis in our experiment, and the fact that we did not experi-
ence large variations in detection performance between participants,
as can be seen from the 95% confidence intervals in Fig. 5, supports
our experimental design. For this reason, we are convinced that
increasing N would not result in significantly different threshold
estimations and would not change the conclusions of the paper.

Concerning the different distraction types, we did not test the de-
rived thresholds for statistically significant differences. One way to
do this would be to derive thresholds for each individual participant
in order to obtain a distribution of upper and lower thresholds and
PSEs. By comparing these threshold distributions between distrac-
tion scenarios, statistically significant differences could be detected.
This, however, requires significantly more samples per participant in
order to derive individual thresholds, which would have rendered our
experiment unfeasible, especially regarding time and user fatigue.

Our work is an important step towards the derivation of hand
redirection guidelines that apply even in worst-case application sce-
narios. While more complex 2D or 3D warps could be constructed
by executing the investigated algorithms consecutively, a formal
investigation of such combined redirection was out of the scope of
this paper, but certainly is a promising next step in the context of
this research direction.

6 CONCLUSION

We investigated how much hand redirection in VR can go unnoticed.
For this, we individually investigated 3 basic hand redirection dimen-
sions, namely horizontal, vertical and gain-based VR hand warping,
by studying 3 corresponding desktop-scale body warping techniques.
Motivated by the lack of general lower-bound detection thresholds
for hand redirection in IVEs, we designed a psychometric 2AFC
experiment to derive detection thresholds for the 3 basic redirection
dimensions. We explored them in a very conservative IVE and in two
conservative but more realistic scenarios with significantly higher

user distraction. These scenarios employed auditory and tactile dis-
traction and combined visual and dual-task distraction, respectively.
We also combined the results of all 3 scenarios to derive general
recommendations for conservative hand redirection thresholds. The
results are of value for haptic retargeting and indicate that in the
investigated techniques, the virtual hand can be displaced horizon-
tally or vertically by up to ≈ 4.5° in either direction respectively,
covering a range of ≈ 9°, without users being able to reliably detect
redirection. Regarding the gain technique, we found that factors
between g = 0.88 and g = 1.07 can go unnoticed. Thus, the user’s
real hand can be redirected to grasp up to 13.75% further or up to
6.18% less far than the virtual hand.

Our investigation was able to show that there is a certain range
of hand redirection in VR that can go unnoticed, even in worst-case
scenarios, but that this range is narrow. Our recommendations quan-
tify this range for the 3 basic dimensions of horizontal, vertical and
gain-based hand displacement. Having said this, we also want to
emphasize that the derived thresholds are likely not ultimate, ex-
act limits as they might slightly vary as a function of the VR user
and the IVE that is experienced – an expectation to be further ex-
plored in future work. Instead, they are meant to serve as useful and
well-founded reference points that underline the limited range of
unnoticeable hand redirection in worst-case scenarios. The derived
recommendations can serve as a baseline for developers to adjust
the redirection applied in their applications. Taking redirection an-
gles and thresholds into account during the development of IVEs,
for example, can inform developers as to which redirections might
go unnoticed by the user, and which scene compositions result in
redirections beyond thresholds. Moreover, by keeping track of the
relative angles from the user’s hand to props in the real environment,
systems can use the thresholds to decide when best to start redirect-
ing the hand. To ensure unnoticed redirection, such systems would
trigger redirection early enough to stay within thresholds.

7 FUTURE WORK

Motivated by the comparison of our estimates with Burns et al.’s
results [6], and by Grechkin et al.’s [10] findings which showed that
threshold estimates vary with the methodology used, we plan future
investigations using alternative methodologies to compare derived
thresholds. Here, a formal exploration of how detection thresholds
vary with different reaching distances and hand movement speeds
could lead to the formulation of corresponding models. Follow-
up research will also investigate the influence of adaptation and
distraction in more depth. We can imagine that more engaging tasks,
e.g. in the context of a simulation or game, can better control the
user’s attention than the tested distraction types. In this context,
an investigation of adaptive distractions that, for example, adapt to
the redirection type, strength and direction, could be fruitful. Apart
from that, future work will investigate the combination of the 3
individual redirection dimensions. Complementing the 1D hand
redirection ranges derived in this paper, investigating 2D and 3D
hand displacement might eventually lead to the formulation of areal
or volumetric threshold ranges. These could map a physical hand
location to a 2D area or a 3D volume of possible, unnoticeable
warped virtual hand locations. Moreover, we will also explore hand
redirection in other setups, e.g. while the user is standing, lying
down or during locomotion, to see if similar thresholds apply.
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